Approach to the Perpendicular Fixation of a Scaphoid Waist Fracture-A Computer Analyzed Cadaver Model.
In scaphoid fracture screw fixation, the screw is commonly placed along the long axis of the bone, without consideration of the fracture plane. This position is not perpendicular to transverse waist fractures or to the more common horizontal oblique fractures. Our aim was to examine the feasibility and describe possible approaches to, placing a screw perpendicular and in the center of the scaphoid waist fracture. Computed tomography of 12 cadaver wrists was performed in 3 positions to examine possible approaches in flexion, neutral, and extension of the wrist. The scans were evaluated using a 3-dimensional model that simulated horizontal oblique (60°) and transverse (90°) fractures. We examined all possible approaches for screw positioning and their deviation from the axis perpendicular to the fracture and in the center of its plane. The preferred approaches for a perpendicular screw in a horizontal oblique fracture were found to be proximal-dorsal in flexion or transtrapezial in the extended or neutral positions (through the volar-radial trapezium). In transverse fractures, the possible approaches were proximal-dorsal or transtrapezial in the flexed or neutral positions and distal in the extended position (volar to volar-radial trapezium). In these approaches, the screw could be placed perpendicularly (deviating by < 10°) and in the center of the fracture in all specimens. According to this model, it appears feasible to place a perpendicular screw in the center of a horizontal oblique waist fracture using a proximal-dorsal approach in flexion or a transtrapezial approach in neutral or extension positions of the wrist. Palpable landmarks may be used as additional guides to direct these approaches according to the clinical setting. Perpendicular screw fixation of horizontal oblique or transverse scaphoid waist fractures is a possible option, if chosen for its biomechanical advantages.